Introduction
Let p : A4 + B be an approximate fibration from a Hilbert cube manifold M onto an ANR B such that p is homotopic via approximate fibrations to a bundle map.
The purpose of this paper is to prove that p can be approximated arbitrarily closely by bundle maps. The techniques used to prove this also provide local homotopy information about the space of bundle maps from A4 to B. In order to state our results more completely we need to make some definitions.
Except for the various function spaces which we consider, all spaces are locally compact, separable and metric. The Hilbert cube Q is the countable infinite product of closed intervals and a Hilbert cube manifold or Q-manifold is a manifold modeled on Q. A map f:X+ Y (i.e., a continuous function) is proper provided f-'(C) is compact for all compact subsets C of I'. If (Y is an open cover of Y, then a proper map f:X + Y is said to be an cu-fibration if for all maps F:Z x [0, l]+ Y and g : 2 +X for which fg = F,,, there is a map G : 2 x [0, l] --, X such that Go = g and fG is a-close to F (that is, given any (z, t) in 2 x [0, l] there is a U in (Y containing both fG (z, t) and F(z, t) ). If E > 0, then we also use E to denote the open cover of Y by balls of diameter E. Thus, we speak of e-jibrations.
0166-8641/83/0000-0000/$03.00 @ 1983 North-Holland A proper map f: X + Y between ANRs is an approximate jibration provided it is an cu-fibration for each open cover (Y of Y. This notion was introduced in [7] .
By a bundle map we mean a proper map which is the projection map of a locally trivial bundle. Let 1" denote the n-cell [0, 11" and let 0 denote the point (0, 0, . . . , 0) in I". A map f :X x I" + Y x I" is fiber preserving (f.p.) if rf = m where T denotes projection onto I". If f: X x I" + Y x I" is a f.p. map and t is in I", then fl:X + Y denotes the restriction f 1 (X X (1)) :X X {t} + Y X {t}.
We can now state the main result.
Theorem. Let M be a Q-manifold, let B be an ANR, and let p : A4 x I" + B x I" be a f. A homotopy is bounded if there is a constant c > 0 such that the diameter of the track of any point is less than c. Husch [12] has also obtained a proof of Corollary 2 for the case m = 1 only assuming that p is properly homotopic to a bundle map.
It follows from [l l] that the converse of Corollary 1 is true when B is a polyhedron. Our next results are concerned with local homotopy properties of certain spaces of maps. If X is a metric space (not necessarily locally compact) and n 3 0 is an integer, then X is said to be locally n-connected (written LC") if for each x in X and each open subset U of X containing x, there exists an open subset V of X such that x E V c U and any map f: al"" + V extends to a map film+' + U. In [II] it was shown that the space of approximate fibrations from a compact Q-manifold M onto a compact polyhedron B is LC" for each n 2 0. In this paper spaces of maps are always given the compact-open topology. By the closure of the space of bundle maps from M onto B we mean its closure in the space of all maps from M onto B. Thus, we are considering all maps which are uniform limits of bundle maps. By a theorem of Chapman and Ferry [4] this is the same space as the closure of the space of Hurewicz fibrations from M onto B.
A key ingredient for the proofs in this paper is a parameterized engulfing theorem from [ 1 l] which we state below for the convenience of the reader. For notation B and 2 will be fixed ANRs where 2 is compact and 2 x R is an open subset of B. Let ~1 denote projection onto 2 and rrz projection onto R. Let C be a closed (possibly empty) subset of al". Let 19 : R x I" + R XI" be a f.p. homeomorphism such that 8 1 Rx C is the identity, x G&(X, t) for each x in R and t in I", and 8 is supported on [-1,11x1".
Finally, let 0':B XI" + B x I" denote the f.p. homeomorphism which extends idZ x 8 via the identity. (ii) p~+is e-close to e'p, This paper is organized as follows. The proof of the main theorem is contained in Section 4. Section 2 contains the wrapping up construction needed for the proof of the handle theorem of Section 3. The main theorem is proved by using the handle theorem. The proofs of the corollaries are in Section 5.
Wrapping up
In this section we present a variation of the parameterized wrapping construction in [l l] which in turn is a variation of Chapman's wrapping construction in [2] . Throughout this section n will denote a fixed non-negative integer and B and 2 will denote fixed ANRs where 2 is compact and 2 x IT3 is an open subset of B. Let e: R+S' be the covering projection defined by e(x) = exp (inix) where S' is the set of complex numbers of absolute value 1 (thus e has period 8). 
Proof. In Section 5 of [ll] the compact Q-manifold A?, the f.p. map g:u
and the open embedding ly:p-'(ZX(-1, l)XI")+~XI" are constructed. We are only left with defining the f.p. map fiti XI" +A? x I". In order to do this we must recall some of the details of the construction of i@. Let 8: OX+ R be the PL homeomorphism which is supported on [-3,3] with the property that for -2.2~x~-1. To define it? one first defines
Then define h?l = Y/-where -is the equivalence relation on Y generated by y -G1(y) for each y inp-l(Z x (-2) x I"). As in [ll, Section 51 we use the submersion theorem from [14] to identify ii? with a product ti XI" where h?Z is the compact Q-manifold Y,/ -. Here Y0 is the slice of Y over 0; that is,
Recall that rY can be regarded as an inclusion map.
To define the map f:G x I" -*IL? x I" we first define an auxiliary map f' : Y + p-'(Z x IF4 x (0)) x I". By a slight abuse of notation we identify p-'(Z X RX (0) By the estimated homotopy extension property [5] gl extends to a homotopy g',, 0 s t s 1, defined on all of Y so that f' = gl satisfies conditions (i) and (ii) above.
Notice that (poXid)f' is S'-close to pi where the size of S'>O depends on the size of 6 and F. This implies that we may assume that the image of f' lies in [~~'(YcJu You(?i(Y~) ]Xl". The quotient map 4: Y,xl" +i@ xl" extends to
in the obvious way. Now {f' factors through the appropriate equivalence classes todefinethemapfin?xI"+n?xI". 0
The handle theorem
In this section we present a proof of the handle theorem which is needed for the proof of the main theorem in Section 4. As might be expected the handle theorem is proved by a torus trick. For notation let R" denote euclidean m-space and let T"=S'x..
. X S' (m times) denote the m-torus. For each r > 0 let By denote the m-cell [-r, rim in R" and let 8 y denote its interior (-r, r)m, Let e m =ex. * .Xe:W+ T" denote the product covering projection where e : R + S' is the covering projection of Section 2. Finally, let B be an ANR which contains R" as an open subset and let rz 2 0 be an integer. where ?P is an open embedding and ~7~ :G+ T" is a p-fibration for each t in I" (p 7 0 is as small as we need). Moreover, there is a f.p. map filer XI" +a XI" such that T,, = id, (PO x id)7 is S'-close to a (where the size of S' 7 0 depends on the size of S), and such that the following diagram commutes:
Note that we are again abusing notation in order to identify PO'@?) X1" with (poxid)-'@," x1"). Also note that@-'(B;19 XI") is contained in (poXid)-'@? X I") provided S is small enough. The next step is to form the pull-back diagram: In the following assertion we show how the information of the map f is carried along by the pull-back construction. Then to define f' we only need to specify its two components, namely (r,, x id)f': M' x I"+h?xI"
and (p~xid)f':M'xl"+R" Xl". Of course, this needs to be done in such a way that (PO x id)(q, x id)f' = (e" x id)(pb x id)f'.
The first component is defined by (7r0 x id)f' = 7~. The second component will be defined by lifting a certain homotopy.
Recall that (pox id)7 is S'-close to p. Thus we may assume that there is a 6#-homotopy H:@r-(poxid)f;r in T" xl" where the size of 6# > 0 depends on the size of 6'. This homotopy is taken to be f.p. and since fa = id we can also assume that H is rel M' x (0). Since pr = (em x id)p' and e m is a bundle map, we can lift H to get af.p. homotopy G,:M'xl"+R"xl", Octcl, Go=p', (emxid)G,=H,, and G, (M'x{O}=pb for each r in [0, 11. One now checks that by defining the second component by (Pb x id)f' = G1, the map f' will satisfy the conditions of the assertion. The size of S"> 0 depends on the size 6". 0
We now return to the proof of Theorem 3.1. The next step is to modify f'. Choose K > 3 so large that It will be convenient to modify f" slightly so that for some small neighborhood N of 0 in I" it is the identity over M' x N. This can be done by a small f.p. homotopy rel M' x {0}, so we just assume that f:' = id for each t in N.
Let y: R"' x I" + R" x I" be a radially defined f.p. homeomorphism such that y is the identity on BY xl", Y, takes B? to Br for t in I"\N, and for r in N, yr is phased out so that y. = id. Notice that ytp: :M'-+ R" is a CL"-fibration for each I in I" where the size of CL' > 0 depends on the size of CL'.
The next step is to use engulfing to modifyf" so that it becomes a homeomorphism over (p&)-'(Bz") x1". To this end let 8: R" + R"' be a homeomorphism supported on BF such that 8 preserves the last (m -l)-coordinates of any point and t9lB," adds 5.1 units to the first coordinate of any point (in BY). Use 8 to define a f.p. Moreover, just as in Section 2, we may assume that there are f.p. isotopies e',' : id~~'and~~:id~~*,0~~~1,re1M'x{0}suchthatif~~:id~8;0~s~1,isthe obvious isotopy, then yp'e'z is G-close to Qsyp' and y(pb Xid# is fi-close to
@,y(pb x id).
Now define f* : M' x I" +M' x I" by f* = (g2)-'f"$. It follows that fo* = id, f* is a homeomorphism over (pb)-'(B2")xI", and there is a f.p. homotopy (e'i)-'r&f, 0 GS < 1, from f" to f* rel M' x (0) which is a small homotopy when projected to R" x1" by pb x id. Putting all of this together we have a f.p. homotopy H:f'=f* which is relM'x{O} and which is a (pb xid)-l(~)-homotopy over
We now want to use the map f* and the homotopy H to define the required 
Proof of the main theorem
In this section we prove the main result of this paper which is stated as Theorem 4.3 below. This follows quickly from Proposition 4.2 which is the global version of Theorem 3.1 when p. is a bundle map. In the complement to Theorem 4.3 we consider the case when po is a limit of bundle maps. We begin with a lemma needed for the proof of Proposition 4.2. Proof. We only treat the case where B is a compact polyhedron. The general case follows from the same argument.
We proceed by induction on the dimension of B. The reader should consult [2, Section 91 for a similar induction argument. If dim B = 0, the result is trivial. Assume that dim B = m > 0 and that the result is true for (m -1)-dimensional polyhedra.
For simplicity of notation we assume that B has only one principle simplex Am. We identify A"' with R" and let Bm-' = B\R" and Bo=B\fiy.
Let r:Bo+B'"-' denote the radially defined cell-like retraction.
By Theorem 3.1 we may assume that f is a homeomorphism over ~0' (By) x1". By Lemma 4.1, rpo~p~l(Bo):p~'(B~)+B"-l is close to a bundle map pb. By the isotopy extension theorem (we have in mind the Q-manifold version of Corollary 1.2 of [8]; see [9] for the deformation theorem to make this work), there is a f.p. homeomorphism h : ~0' (Bo) x I" + f-'(pi' (Bo) XI") such that ho = id.
By [ll, Theorem 7.21 the map (pb xid)fh is f.p. homotopic relp~'(Bo)x{O} via asmallhomotopytoaf.p.mapp':p~'(Bo)xl"~B"~'xl"suchthatp~:p~'(B~)~ B m-* is an approximate fibration for each t in I".
We are now in a position to apply the inductive hypothesis.
There is a small homotopy of f/r to a f.p. homeomorphism g:pO1(BO) xl" +pO'&) (0)). The homeomorphism gh-' pieces together with f to give the desired homeomorphism H. To get the correct control on the homotopy from f to H, we must choose notation so that By is nearly all of A". Cl
We are now ready for our main result. Proof. We first treat the case when B is a polyhedron. This will follow from Proposition 4.2 (replacing H, by H;' > once we produce a f.p. map f: M x I" + M x I" such that f. = id and poft is close to p, for each t in I". But such a map comes from taking a f.p. lift of a f .p. homotopy from p. x id to p, and since p. is a bundle map we actually get p. fi = pt.
We next treat the case when B is a Q-manifold. By Chapman's theorem on the triangulation of Q-manifolds (see [l] ) we can assume that B = Bl x Q where B1 is a polyhedron and the fibers {b} x Q, b E B1, are short with respect to the open cover (r of B. Let 7~: B + Bl be projection and note that up, : M + B1 is an approximate fibration for each t in I" and TPO :M + Bl is a bundle map. By the case above for polyhedra, there is a f.p. homeomorphism H:M XI" +M x I" such that Ho = id and ?rptH, is close to 7rp0 for each t in I". If it is close enough, then p,H, is cy-close to p. for each t in I". Finally, we treat the general case when B is any ANR. Let K : Q x M + M be a homeomorphism close to projection. Note that (ido xp,)u-1 :M + Q x B is an approximate fibration for each t in I" and (ido xpo)u-' is a bundle map. By Edwards' ANR theorem (see [l] ) Q X B is a Q-manifold.
By the Q-manifold case above it follows that there is a f.p. homeomorphism H:M x I" + M x I" such that Ho = id and (ido xp,)u-'H, is close to (ido xp,)u-' for each t in I". If it is close enough, then p,H, is a-close to p. for each t in I". 0
It will be useful to know that Theorem 4.3 remains true when p. is not assumed to be a bundle map, but merely a map which can be approximated arbitrarily closely by bundle maps. As pointed out in the introduction such maps include proper Hurewicz fibrations from a Q-manifold to an ANR [4] . To see that such a variation on Theorem 4.3 is true, one merely traces through the same proofs of this section.
We state this formally.
Complement 4.4. Theorem 4.3 remains true when the map po is merely assumed to be a map which can be approximated arbitrarily closely by bundle maps.
Proof of corollaries
In this section we present the proofs of Corollaries 1, 2 and 3 which are stated in the introduction. q Proof of Corollary 2. Let M be a Q-manifold and let f: M + R"' be an approximate fibration. Suppose first that f is boundedly homotopic to a bundle map. Then there is a proper f.p. map p : M x I + R" x I such that p. is a bundle map and p1 = f, and for which there is some constant c > 0 (possibly quite large) such that p,:M+ R" is a c-fibration for each t in I (we assume that R" is endowed with the usual euclidean metric). Let E > 0 be given and note that p, is an e-fibration for t sufficiently close to 0 or 1. Choose K > 0 large and let y : R" x I + R"' xl be the f.p. homeomorphism such that rl(x) = x/K for t not close to 0 or 1 and such that y. = id = yl. If this is done correctly, then ytp, :M + 58" is an e-fibration for each t in I. By Let M be a compact Q-manifold and let B be a compact polyhedron. Corollary 3 is concerned with showing that certain spaces of maps from M onto B are LC". We now isolate the conditions that such a space must satisfy in order for our proof to show that it is LC". Let f be a space of maps from M onto B (endowed with the compact-open topology) such that (1) every map in r is the uniform limit of bundle maps from M onto B, and (2) if p E f and h :M + M is a homeomorphism which is isotopic to the identity, then ph E IY Corollay 3 follows immediately from the following theorem.
Theorem 5.1. r is LC" for each n 2 0.
Proof. Let n k 0 be given. It is clear that an inductive argument will prove the theorem once we show that: for every E > 0 there exists a S > 0 so that given any p > 0 and any f.p. map p : M x U"" + B x U"" such that pt E r and pt is S-close to p. for each f in aI"+', there is a f.p. map such that G IM xal"" x (0) =p, G 1 M x (0) x {s} =po for each s in [O, 11, Gets, is c-close top0 for each (r, s) in al"" x [0, 11, GcI,l, is p-close top0 for each t in X"", and G(,,,, E r for each (t, s) in al"+' x [0, 11.
For G to be f.p. in this statement we mean that it preserves both the al"" and [0, l] coordinates of any point. To prove this statement one first uses the fact that the space of approximate fibrations from M to B is LC" [ll] to extend p to a f.p. map 6: M x I" +B Xl" such that & is $-close to jIO =po and & is an approximate fibration for each t in I" (this is possible if 6 is small enough). Next use Theorem 4.3 to construct G as follows. Let H: M xl" + M xl" be a f.p. homeomorphism such that Ho = id and &H, is p-close to p. for each t in I". Let r:l" x [0, l]+ I" be a homotopy such that r(f, 0) = 0, r(t, 1) = t and r(0, s) = 0 for each (t, s) in I" X [0, 11. Define G by G(x, t, s)=@H (x, r(t, s) ) for each (x, I, s) in M xaZ"+'x[O, 11. If CL <$E, then G satisfies our requirements. 0
It should be clear that the proof of Theorem 5.1 actually shows that r is uniformly LC" for each n 20 (that is for every n 2 0 and E > 0 there exists a S > 0 such that every map f: al"" +r with the diamter of f(d1"") less than S extends to a map fi.n+l +r with the diameter of f(l"+') less than E). We are of course giving r the usual sup metric. Whether the spaces of maps mentioned in Corollary 3 are locally contractible remains an open question.
